
White Cube: architecture formed 
by minimal aesthetic, neutral, 
idealistic - the conditioned 
authoritative space. Such spaces 
are structured for presentation 
and impression, the viewer is 
engrossed in new perspectives but 
also the socio-political shape and 
history of art viewing. After Living 
in the Room of Réalités Nouvelles, 
positioned prominently on Gallery 
Row at Sonce Alexander Gallery, 
asks ‘what constitutes (composes) 
a Contemporary Salon?’ 

After Living in the Room of Réalités 
Nouvelles stages weekly shifts in 
narrative and the exhibition, as the 
Salon is an aesthetic exchange as 
well as an instrument for critical 
notice and new forms of patronage. 
Significant works are closely situated 
in conjunction to emphasize the 
locality of the practices featured 
on the West Coast. Simultaneously 
 the works are juxtaposed and 
recomposed to notably give  
authority to the artists. In a  
re-presentation of the Salon the 
jury is composed of Sonce  
Alexander Gallery’s represented 
artists who chose the artistic  
practices that are exhibited. 

A snapshot of mutual connections,  
mentorship, and a glocal art  
community, the exhibition is  
connected by abstract impulses 
and the diversity of these works 
fluctuate the senses. The White 
Cube, here, is the contemporary 
salon, examining oscillating  
narratives and politics akin to  
that of the Salon. 

After Living in the Room of  
Réalités Nouvelles curated by  
Ann Harezlak; Assistant Curator  
Basak Comert.

Art display is traditionally tied 
to a type of abstraction not too  
different from abstracting  
precious stones from the ground 
and placing them into a necklace: 
the artwork is forged in one  
environment - most likely the artist’s 
studio – and placed in another. 
These individual artworks travel from 
the studio and are positioned within 
a new assemblage or exhibition. 
Spaces that treat artworks in such 
a way are distinctively labelled by 
Brian O’Doherty as being White 
Cubes. A term deployed to describe 
those galleries that attempt to  
create a neutral frame for this  
abstraction by providing a white 
space in which individual works can 
‘speak’ for themselves.

Cited against this model are artistic 
practices that construct installations 
responding in situ to the exhibition, 
or absorbing curatorial strategies 
within their own methodology;  
undermining the ability for their 
work to be abstracted and appropri-
ated. From the 1960s Institutional  
Critique and even the work of 
Marcel Duchamp, has questioned 
neutrality and democracy in the 
whole system of art. Site Specific 
practices can operate outside of 
the gallery space altogether, often 
only circulating within the system 
through documentation. However, 
counter to their authors intentions 
many of these opposing practices 
also extend the ‘white walls’ to  
encompass the outside. This leaves 
us with the question: how can we 
think abstraction and its potentiality 
now - within its wider terminology - 
as a process or strategy? 

KollActiv is a platform for  
co-authored projects founded by 
Kirsten Cooke and Ann Harezlak.

AbstrAction 
As a geologist my object in leading 
the Miskatonic University Expedition 
was wholly that of securing deep-

level specimens of rock and soil from 
various parts of the antarctic  

continent, aided by the remarkable 
drill devised by Prof. Frank H.  
Pabodie of our engineering  

department. I had no wish to be a 
pioneer in any other field than this; 
but I did hope that the use of this 

new mechanical appliance at  
different points along previously 

explored paths would bring to light 
materials of a sort hitherto  

unreached by the ordinary methods 
of collection. Pabodie’s drilling  
apparatus, as the public already 

knows from our reports, was  
unique and radical in its  

lightness, portability, and capacity  
to combine the ordinary artesian  
drill principle with the principle  
of the small circular rock drill in  

such a way as to cope quickly with 
strata of varying hardness.

sinKhole  
A sinkhole, also known as a sink, 
sink-hole, shakehole, swallet, 
swallow hole, or doline (the  
different terms for sinkholes are 
often used interchangeably), is a 
depression or hole in the ground 
caused by some form of collapse of 
the surface layer. Some are caused 
by karst processes—for example, the 
chemical dissolution of carbonate 
rocks or suffosion processes.  
Sinkholes may vary in size from 1 to  
600 m (3.3 to 2,000 ft) both in  
diameter and depth, and vary in 
form from soil-lined bowls to  
bedrock-edged chasms. Sinkholes 
may be formed gradually or  
suddenly, and are found worldwide. 
sinkholes are sudden, catastrophic, 
and almost entirely unpredictable 
and one Australian city sits on a  
rabbit warren of potential sinkholes.  
Across the globe they have caused 
houses, apartment blocks, roads 
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and even …7 News Yahoo · 
08/12/2014    
CEBU, Philippines – Authorities have 
confirmed that two new sinkholes 
have been discovered in southern 
Cebu following tropical cyclone  
Seniang. Department of Environment  
and natural Resources-7  
spokesperson Eddie llamedo 
yesterday said the new …Philstar · 
16 hours ago 
A car is stuck on the edge of a five 
meter wide sinkhole on Dec. 12, 
2014 in Zhenjiang, Jiangsu Province 
of China. ChinaFotoPress/getty  
Images A giant sinkhole opened up 
on the road beneath a driver,  
swallowing his …ABC News · 
12/12/2014 
CEBU CITY—Two sinkholes  
appeared in the towns of Badian  
and Alcantara in southern Cebu 
after Tropical Storm Seniang hit  
the area on Tuesday. Eddie llamedo, 
Department of Environment and 
natural Resources (DEnR)  
Region 7 spokesman, said the  
…BusinessMirror. · 9 hours ago 
THE two sinkholes at the Jalan 
Pudu-Jalan Imbi-Jalan Hang Tuah 
intersection had shocked city folk 
and motorists after pictures and 
video footage of the incident went 
viral on social media. The incident 
on July 2, where two …The Star 
Online · 22/11/2014 
Crews worked this week to repair 
two large sinkholes in the los 
Angeles area. one of the sinkholes 
was a 20-foot by 20-foot by 20-foot 
large gaping hole that shut down 
the eastbound lanes of Third Street, 
under the …NBC 4 Southern  
California · 19/12/2014 
In February, Prof Iain Stewart  
explored the phenomenon of  
sinkholes, following the tragic 
death of a Florida man who was 
swallowed up by one of these natural 
trapdoors in 2013. sinkholes are 
on the rise in Florida for a …BBC · 
26/12/2014 
From proms to sinkholes, it’s been  
a year full of news both cheerful  
and mournful. The biggest story of 
the year? A photo of Phillipsburg 
High School wrestlers stirred up 
controversy in February over  
perceived racist …New Jersey 

Online · 01/01/2015 
Years after several sinkholes 
caused major damage to downtown 
Georgetown, an engineering firm 
hired by the City of georgetown has 
recommended Fire Station no. 1 be 
replaced and the foundation below 
City Hall be …SOUTH STRAND 
NEWS · 31/12/2014 
It began with a deep rumble. Then a 
thud. Then the shrill, piercing sound 
of car alarms. Yesterday morning, 
just half a mile from our offices in 
Albert Park, a quiet street opened 
into a massive sinkhole. The hole 
was big …

sAlon (1sæl  n) n 
1. a room in a large house in  

which guests are received 
2. an assembly of guests in a  
fashionable household, esp a  

gathering of major literary, artistic, 
and political figures from the  

17th to the early 20th centuries 
3. (Commerce) a commercial 

establishment in which hairdressers, 
beauticians, etc, carry on their  

businesses: beauty salon. 
4. (Art Terms) 

a. a hall for exhibiting works of art 
b. such an exhibition, esp one  

showing the work of living artists 
“It is your best work, Basil, the best 
thing you have ever done,” said lord  
Henry languidly. “You must certainly 
send it next year to the grosvenor. 

The Academy is too large and 
too vulgar. Whenever I have gone 
there, there have been either so 

many people that I have not been 
able to see the pictures, which was 
dreadful, or so many pictures that I 

have not been able to see the  
people, which was worse. The  

grosvenor is really the only place.”

AntechAMber 
We’re in a steamy antechamber 
in the heart of historic Istanbul. My 
hamamci, Fatih, has unfolded me 
on to the searing gobek tasi marble 
slab that fills the centre of the 
steam room. This is no dainty tourist 
massage...“Seemingly indifferent to 
the fate that awaited him – Donal 
Thomas continued to look obstinate 
in the antechamber of the execution 
room. A silent exchange pitted the 

condemned man.” While Duteurtre 
wrote: “Seemingly indifferent to 
the fate that ... Dundo mini-Saint 
Sylvester, in an antechamber of 
the luanda international yearend 
contest. Domingos Crispim, who 
also won the 2015 edition, ended 
the competition with 30’ 33 minutes. 
Second position was taken by  
long-distance runner Clemente 
…  The sign said Stage Door, and 
that was where he eventually found 
himself. There was an antechamber 
of sorts, with a list of actors and 
crew fixed to its wall. Like clocking 
in to some old-fashioned factory 
job, when you … Basically this is 
about techno-science surviving the 
death of the sun and the death of 
humanity itself. So MH370 may have 
vanished into an antechamber of 
the black hypothesis. But MH17 is 
much more prosaic; it could have 
been just a false flag gone wrong... 
b) our Sages describe our world 
as an “antechamber,” and the 
World to Come as “the hall.”28 [In 
the analogy, it appears that] this 
world is described as “the years of 
plenty” and the World to Come as 
“the years of famine.” How is that 
... Mr. Walsh ranges freely through 
history—a single paragraph may 
veer from Dante’s cowards suffering 
in hell’s antechamber to our use 
of the term to describe the Boston 
Marathon bombers—but his book is 
guided … The opening pieces from 
his debut album The Antechamber 
of Being Part 1 can be downloaded 
from the band’s website. Released  
in october, it’s described as a prog  
opera based on his childhood 
dreams, and features guest  
appearances from Arjen …

Material conjectures is a  
co-authored project by Kirsten 
Cooke and Dale Holmes. Active 
since 2011, Material Conjectures 
is an exercise in transparency 
through which contested authorial  
positions - artist/curator- are at stake. 
Material Conjectures operating  
without a fixed base and staging  
a conversation which connects  
locations and demonstrates the  
friction and theatricality found  
at the core of their projects.

edgar Arceneaux. Exhibitions  
including: Museum of Contemporary  
Art, LA; Hammer Museum; San  
Francisco Museum of Modern Art;  
Kunstmuseum Basel; and Museum 
ludwig. Represented by Susanne 
Vielmetter los Angeles Projects and 
Praz-Delavallade, Paris. Collections 
including: The Ludwig Museum; The 
Museum of Contemporary Art, San 
Diego; The Walker Art Center; and  
los Angeles County Museum of Art.

tony berlant. Exhibitions including:  
Centre Pompidou; Museum of  
Contemporary Art Los Angeles; and 
Kunstmuseum. Represented by l.A. 
louver. Public collections including:  
Art Institute of Chicago; Hirshhorn  
Museum; Smithsonian Institution; 
Museum of Contemporary Art, LA; Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art; and 
Whitney Museum of American Art. 

Zoe crosher. Exhibitions including: CA 
Museum of Photography; Perry Ruben-
stein Gallery; Los Angeles County of 
Museum of Art; and MoMA. Recipient 
of national Endowment For The Arts 
Institutional Recipient (through LAND); 
and Artistic Innovation & Collaborative 
grant, Robert Rauschenberg Founda-
tion. Public collections: Museum of 
Modern Art, NY; Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art; and San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art.

linda Geary. Exhibitions including: 
Berkeley Art Museum; Steven Wolf  
Gallery; Pulliam Gallery; 2nd Floor  
Projects; and Museo Ecologie  
nationale, otranto, Italy. Recipient of 
the Elizabeth Foundation grant in  
Painting and the Pollock-Krasner Award. 

rema Ghuloum. Artist in residence at 
Vermont Studio Center (2014) and Joan 
Mitchell Center, new orleans, (2013). 
Exhibitions including: Autonomie;  
Fellows of Contemporary Art;  
Claremont University East and Peggy 
Phelps Galleries; Berkeley Center  
Arts Passage; Make Hang Gallery;  
and george lawson gallery.

Jeffrey Gibson. Solo exhibitions  
including: The ICA Boston; National 
Academy Museum NYC; the Rollins  
Museum; and The Denver Museum 
of Art. Represented by Marc Straus 
gallery. Public collections: Eiteljorg 
Museum, Indianapolis; Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston; Smithsonian Institution; 
and School of Advanced Research, 
Santa Fe.

christopher Kuhn. Exhibitions  
including: Autonomie, Torrance Art 
Museum, White Box Contemporary, 
george lawson gallery, and 1010  
gallery. Publications including: Los  
Angeles Times, Fabrik and SMFA Press. 

christophe leroux. Exhibitions 
including: MoCA los Angeles and 
Musée Galliera, Paris, France; and Salon 
des Realites nouvelles, Paris, France. 
Showcased in fairs such as Miami Art 
Basel-SCoPE. Collections including  
the Colección Jumex, Mexico City; 
Nancy Jane Goldston, LA; Joseph 
Smallhoover, Paris; and Eugenio  
lopez, lA. 

Gemma levine. over 60 exhibitions 
globally and 20 photographic  
books published. levine is celebrated 
for her portrayal of major British 
contemporaries and remains Britain’s 
leading portrait photographer.  
levine’s Archive is held in Tate  
Archive and highlights her significant  
collaboration with artist Henry Moore. 
Commemorated at the national Portrait 
gallery, london (2001) and Memoirs 
published in 2014.

constance Mallinson. Exhibitions 
including: Pomona College Museum  
of Art; Angles Gallery; Los Angeles 
Municipal Art Gallery; Ace Gallery; 
Torrance Art Museum; and USC Fisher 
gallery. Public collections of Pomona 
College Museum of Art, San Jose  
Museum of Art, and los Angeles  
County Museum of Art. Regular  
contributor to Art in America and  
other publications since 1983.

susan Mikula. Exhibitions including: 
San Diego Art Institute, Ferrin gallery, 
george lawson gallery, William Baczek 
Fine Arts, Armory Art Center, Jasper 
Rand Art Museum Kopeikin gallery, and 
Aqua Art Miami. Publications including: 
u.X, American Bond, and Photographs, 
2008. 

robin Mitchell. Exhibitions including: 
Jancar Gallery; The Living Room; Sam 
Lee Gallery; Track 16 Gallery; Center for 
Contemporary Art, Sacramento; The 

Brewery Project; Armory Arts Center; 
and California institute of the Arts. 
Represented by Craig Krull gallery. 
Publications including: Art in America, 
Los Angeles Times, and Artweek.

brittany Mojo. MFA candidate at  
University of California los Angeles. 
Recipient of new American Paintings, 
Martha Mathias Denny Scholarship, 
Regents Scholarship, laura Andreson 
Scholarship, D’arcy Hayman Scholarship, 
Fine Art’s Affiliates Scholarship Award, 
and Joy of life Artistic Award.

lester Monzon. Exhibitions including: 
Wignall Museum of Contemporary  
Art; Roberts & Tilton; Kinkead  
Contemporary. Represented by Mark 
Moore gallery. Permanent collection  
of the Museum of Contemporary Art, 
San Diego.  Featured in Artforum;  
Fabrik; Wall Street International; and 
New American Paintings.

brion nuda rosch. Exhibitions  
including: Adams & Ollman; Berkeley 
Art Museum; Gallery 16; Mimi Barr 
Gallery, San Francisco; and Mark  
Moore gallery, los Angeles.  
Represented by ACME. Los Angeles; 
DCKT Contemporary, New York; and 
Eli Ridgway Contemporary Art, San 
Francisco. Published in Artforum, New 
American Paintings, The Huffington 
Post, and Juxtapoz. 

betye saar. Exhibitions including: 
Michael Rosenfeld Gallery; The Detroit 
Institute of Arts; California African 
American Museum and MoCA.  
Represented by Roberts & Tilton.  
Public collections: los Angeles County  
Museum; Hirshhorn Museum;  
Smithsonian Institute; The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art; Philadelphia Museum 
of Art; Walker Art Center; and Whitney 
Museum of American Art.

Jered sprecher. Exhibitions including: 
Gallery 16, San Francisco; Irish Museum 
of Modern Art, Dublin; Atlanta Con-
temporary Art Center; Ecole Superleure 
d’Art et de Design grenoble/Valence, 
France and Knoxville Museum of Art, 
TN. Represented by Jeff Bailey Gallery; 
Gallery 16; Steven Zevitas Gallery.

Marie thibeault. Exhibitions including: 
Torrance Art Museum, george lawson 
gallery, PØST, Riverside Art Museum, 
Center for Contemporary Art, lA and 
Jancar gallery. Published in Los An-
geles Times, Artillery Magazine, Art in 
America and New American Paintings.

With special thanks to: The participating artists, the Sonce Alexander gallery team, Susanne Vielmetter los Angeles 
Projects, lA louver, Marc Straus gallery, Craig Krull gallery, Mark Moore gallery, ACME., Roberts & Tilton, gallery 16, 
Tate Britain Archive, Henry Moore Foundation and Kelly Bullard.  |  Design by: kellephant.com 
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GlossArY  
BY MATERIAl ConJECTURES

AbstrAction

KollACTIV

2634 South La Cienega Boulevard, CA, 90034 
January 10 – February 26, 2015

www.soncealexandergallery.com/after-realites-nouvelles

Artists 

a



1  lester Monzon, Untitled 
#18, 2014,14x11 in., Acrylic, 
watercolor, gesso, graphite 
and cigarette ash on  
Belgian linen over board. 
Mark Moore Gallery.

2  tony berlant, 2011, Luck 
of the Draw, 201, 30x30 
in., Found and fabricated 
printed tin collaged on  
plywood with steel brads. 
LA Louver.

3  robin Mitchell,  
Tintinnabulation, 2008, 
30x24 in., Oil Paint on  
Canvas. Craig Krull Gallery.

4  brion nuda rosch,  
2 Busts, 2012, 11.5x9 in., 
Acrylic on paper on found 
book page. ACME.

5  susan Mikula,  
Thrill Show # One 035, 
2014, 36x35 in., Matte  
chromogenic print from 
Polaroid original, Ed. 5. 
Sonce Alexander Gallery.

6  betye saar, Designs of 
Destiny, 1981, 25.5x25.75 
in., Mixed media collage on 
silk scarf. Roberts & Tilton.

7  linda Geary,  
Sounds Hello, 2014,  
90x80 in., Oil on panel.

8, 9  christophe leroux, 
No Shooting 5E8 3, 2014, 
21x20 in., Technique mixte 
sur cible papier.  
8S8, 2014, 21x20 in.,  
Technique mixte sur  
cible papier. 
Sonce Alexander Gallery. 
 

10  Marie thibeault,  
Mantle, 2013, 72x66 in.,  
Oil on canvas. 
Sonce Alexander Gallery.

11  Jeffrey Gibson,  
Constellation No.4, 2012, 
22x18 in., Acrylic & graph-
ite on deer hide on wood 
panel. Marc Straus Gallery. 

12  Jered sprecher, At 
the End of the Sea, 2014, 
40x30 in., Oil on Canvas. 
Gallery 16. 

13, 14, 15   
edgar Arceneaux,  
Inward, Outward, N-word; 
Dark Side of the Moon;  
Black Mask, White Sack, 
Sad Sack,  2012, 42x42 in., 
Graphite & gesso on frosted 
vellum. Susanne Vielmetter 
Los Angeles Projects.

16,17  rema Ghoulum, 
Ghost, 2014, 70x54 in.,  
Oil on Canvas. 
The Space Between These 

Hands (Ghost), 2014, 29x16 
- 75x13-25 inc., Gesso, oil 
paint, foam, acrylic painted 
wood table. 
Sonce Alexander Gallery.

18  constance Mallinson, 
Small Finds 3, 2013, 42x30 
in., Oil on paper. 

19  Gemma levine, April 
19, 1978. (TGA 201012), 
Photographic print. Tate 
Archive.

20  christopher Kuhn,  
Kir Royale, 2014, 48x38 in., 
Oil on Canvas. 
Sonce Alexander Gallery.

21  brittany Mojo,  
Site-specific Installation, 
2014

22  Zoe crosher, LA  
Disappearing Frond-Like 
no.4, 2004 /2014, 30x30 
in., Inkjet print mounted  
on aluminum. Ed. 2/5.  
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